
WPRA Rule Proposals  

pg. 2 - Proposed by WPRA Office - 1.1.1. Membership is limited to women, as demonstrated 
by a copy of a birth certificate. Adult membership is 18 years old. Junior membership is 17 or 
under as current rodeo year. (October 1) 

Action: Accept 

pg. 18 - Proposed by WPRA Office - Rule 3.3.2 add fax cut off at 5 PM MT 

3.3.2. All adult card members from whom the WPRA office has received a signed official 
application and payment for their card, on or prior to February 1, shall receive an election ballot. 
The WPRA office, needs to receive a  signed official application from Gold Card and Lifetime 
members. Member must return this ballot either by fax or mail to the WPRA auditor by 5:00pm 
MT on either the 28th or 29th of February as applicable. The auditor will send an 
acknowledgment of receipt. 

Action: Accept 

pg. 18 - Proposed by WPRA Office - Rule 3.2.2- If the member does not respond by an accept 
or decline within 3 hours, the Executive Secretary shall move to the next nominee in descending 
order. Acceptance or decline are the only options. In order to be eligible to run, the second 
place finisher (or in the event the second place finisher declines, the next finisher who consents 
to run) must have at least 10% of the total nomination votes cast for that office or director 
position. 

Action: Accept but delete the last full sentence and modify "within 5 hours... 

pg. 42 - Proposed by Kelly Kaminski - A day late and dollar short...in light of all the helmet 
talk, if one wants to wear a helmet, at least be a western hat looking helmet to keep in tradition 
with our western heritage.  

Action: Reject - It would be an additional expense to those who already wear helmets 

pg. 54 - Proposed by Sammi Bessert - 10.3.5 enforce the rule that states taking top 12 to all 
short rounds (I.e. Ft worth this year only took 10 barrel racers) Add if there is a turnout in a short 
round at a rodeo the position will be filled by the next qualified position. 

Action: Accept the concept. Try as a Policy in a few pilot rodeos in 2017 

pg. 57 - Proposed by WPRA Office - 10.4.1.8. Specification of Unofficial Entries Any rodeo 
entered will be considered an “official entry” unless otherwise specified by the contestant at the 
time of entry through Procom. Once positions are drawn a contestant cannot change an 
“unofficial entry” to an “official entry.” Only money won at “official entry” events will count for 
Championship points. Only “official entry” events will count for rodeos that have qualifications. 
All sponsor points will count at any rodeo, regardless of the designation. A contestant may enter 
as many WPRA events as she so chooses. However, no more than 100 WPRA approved 



events for barrel racing contestants will be accepted as “official entries”. If a rodeo is entered as 
“unofficial” for World Championship points, rodeo may still be “official” for circuit points. 

Action: Modify - Rodeo will be unofficial across the board. Definition of official = Entering the 
arena and breaking the plane of the eye, anything else would be unofficial 

pg. 69 - Proposed by WPRA Office - Multiply number of entries in a performance or slack by 
entry fee. Divide added money/purse by total number of entries number of contestants in that 
performance or slack to determine amount of added money/purse paid per contestant. Add 
performance or slack entry fees plus purse per contestants in performance or slack. Deduct Six 
Percent (6%). Remaining figure will be amount of prize money paid per performance or slack. 

Action: Modify - Take the total pot less 6% and divide by total number of entries then multiply 
that by the entries in the performance you are paying off. 

pg. 76 - Proposed by Cody Adams - No two contestants may ride the same horse at any 
approved WPRA race or rodeo for same prize purse. 

Action: Reject - Officials would not be able to determine if it is the same horse 

pg. 79 - Proposed by Marlene McRae - 12.4.1 Change: There shall be at least 2 judges for the 
barrel race. 

Action: Accept and add - one judge is to act as a line flagger, the other judge it to determine 
any irregularities in pattern or arena. 

pg. 79 - Proposed by Marlene McRae - Add: Judges will be responsible for making sure the 
alley way and ground is safe for all competitors. 

Action: Modify and add to following to rule 12.4.1.3 - Judge shall check ground and alley for 
safety prior to the start of the rodeo. 

pg. 80 - Proposed by Marlene McRae - 12.5.2 Delete with no penalties accessed 

Action: Reject - leave as is 

pg. 80 - Proposed by Marlene McRae - 12.5.5 Delete rule 

Action: Reject - leave as is 

pg. 86 - Proposed by Marlene McRae - 12.12.2 Delete zip-tie 

Action: Accept - add, etc. 

pg. 86 - Proposed by Marlene McRae - 12.12.3 Add buried 12 inches 

Action: Modify language- buried sufficiently to remain in ground during all performances and 
slack. 



pg. 86 - Proposed by Kimmie Wall - Propose that barrels be at least 2 colors if setting against 
a solid wall. Proposing this due to barrels and walls being all one color at some rodeos and very 
hard to see and for horses to run as hard and to see especially in buildings. If further review is 
necessary by the entire WPRA Board of Directors 

Action: Reject – Implementation due to sponsors logos and colors 

pg. 146 - Proposed by Marlene McRae - 1.6.1 Change: Derby $100.00 added 

Action: Accept 

pg. 153 - Proposed by WPRA Office - WPRA Roping memberships receive the same 
membership late fines as the other types of membership. $25 between Jan. 1 and Feb. 1; $50 
after Feb. 1 

Action: Accept 

New - Proposed by Pamela Capper - When a rodeo has 2 go's with everyone competing in 
slack and the top times come back to performances.  When filling performances rather than 
slowest to fastest, let the girls give a 1st and 2nd preference and fill the performances starting 
with the fastest to the slowest (ie: Fort Worth).  This will help ensure girls will be in 
performances rather than turn out cause they can't get a trade to the performance they need for 
their rodeo schedule.  Most importantly this will help the committees have a full performance 
and not just a couple girls. 

Action: Reject - Implementation would be difficult 

New - Proposed by WPRA Office - Contestant Not Ready When Called. A contestant not 
ready when called during a performance or section of slack will be fined $50 and/or may be 
disqualified from the rodeo where the offense is committed. 

Action: Modify - 12.8.1 Contestant will be disqualified fined $50 and/or disqualified for not 
being ready to contest when her name is called by the judge or announcer. Note: Written 
guidelines will be provided to the Protest Committee and Judges on how to apply this rule. 

New - Proposed by Dillon McPherson - Rodeos with a finals:  Where finals are held, 
contestant must notify rodeo secretary before draw is made if they will not be available to 
compete in finals, and the next high contestant will qualify, and to continue in that fashion until 
all positions are filled. 

Action: Accept the concept. Try as a Policy in a few pilot rodeos in 2017 

Policy - Proposed by Angela Festervan - This is Angela Festervan and my proposal is 
concerning the WPRA SIDEPOTS at open barrel races. I hope that riders will be allowed to run 
multiple horses and receive checks from every placing run. The Divisional Circuit Finals 
qualifications should be determined by points and although a rider may run multiple horses the 
points shall be awarded to ONLY the highest placing horse. 



If this rule proposal is not satisfactory by the board then I would like to submit a PLAN B which 
reads: I hope that riders will be allowed to run multiple horses and receive checks from every 
placing run. The Divisional Circuit Finals qualifications should be determined by points and 
although a rider may run multiple horses the points shall be awarded to ONLY ONE HORSE 
NAMED/SELECTED by the rider AT TIME OF ENTRY. This shall be monitored by producers to 
ensure that the named horse is ridden in the order in which the entry/draw is listed. These 
shows have photographers and almost ALWAYS videographers to aid in honesty.  

Action: Reject - Difficult to compete against competitors with multiple horses 

Policy - Proposed by Lisa Lynn - Good day, I am emailing everyone on the WPRA board 
concerning my rule proposal. My proposal  includes the contestant limitations for Sidepots at 
open barrel races. The fairness of multiple entries by one contestant riding multiple horses has 
been deemed unfair due to in order to qualify for the Divisional Circuit Finals the points are 
tallied according to money earned. I agree that system of qualification is unfair. In order to 
remedy the unfairness then a point system should be instilled. The point system is used by 
associations such as AQHA, APHC, APHA, NBHA, BBR, NLBRA, the riding clubs in everyone's 
neighborhood, etc... It is simple, easy, and most of all, fair.  

The following is an example of why the money for points system is unfair: JESSICA places 3rd 
in the sidepot in Denton, TX earning $800.00 because there were so many entries. LORI wins 
the sidepot in Athens, TX earning $200.00 because there weren't many entries. Now who has a 
better chance of qualifying for the DC Finals? The winner or the 3rd placer? "Sorry, , win all you 
want to but you have to win 3 more times if you want to catch up from 1st place to 3rd place 
earnings" Who's really the champion progressing to the finals? If it were a POINT system, LORI 
gets the most points because she won 1st. "Keep it up, Lori, you will be rewarded for your win!" 
Another reason money for points is unfair because of this scenario: JANET places 2nd and 4th 
earning $900.00 as well as $600.00. SARAH placed 5th. They didn't pay 5th. Sorry SARAH , 
you weren't fast enough for a check. Fortunately the point system jumps from JANET'S 4th 
place points over to SARAH receiving the 4th place points since JANET can ONLY receive 
points on her highest placing run. See how fair this is?  

Here's a scenario of complete unfairness: LISA LYNN pays sidepot entry fees on 4 horses. LISA 
LYNN  places 1st through 4th on her horses. This is barrel racing, not rodeo.  Every horse that 
we feed, vet, train, care for, etc. is entered.   LISA LYNN is a professional trainer and 
competitor. All four of her horses are owned by DIFFERENT OWNERS. All four owners want 
their horse entered in the sidepot. LISA LYNN has a difficult time making a living when her 
owners feel less important to LISA LYNN'S other owners so selecting 1 special owner is out of 
the question. LISA LYNN is allowed only one check although she won four checks. The 5th and 
6th place girls enjoy checks they did not earn. Since a WPRA rule proposal in 2016 was 
enforced stating that "Contestants may pay multiple entry fees but earn only one check" Now 
LISA LYNN  has angry owners. LISA LYNN strongly urges for this proposal to become a new 
rule.  There's clarity in this proposal & equality.  

I'm looking forward to change for the better & equality in the WPRA.   



Action: Reject - Difficult to compete against competitors with multiple horses 

Policy - Proposed by Sammi Bessert - 10.8 30 hour replacement rule. At limited rodeos 
allowing the 30 hour replacement rule: if you turn out 30 hours prior to the performance you are 
up and your position is filled you don't have to pay your entry fees for that rodeo. 

Action: Reject - This could decrease the payout for limited entry rodeos 

Policy - Proposed by WPRA Office - Qualifying for Limited Entry Rodeos –  Qualifications for 
limited entry rodeos during the early season of the rodeo year will be as follows: 1) rodeos with 
entries closing on or before January 31st of the current rodeo year would be 90% from last 
year's money won  and 10% from this year's money won; 2) rodeos that close on February 1 of 
the current rodeo year and on or before the last day of February of the current rodeo year would 
be 80% from last year money won, and 20% from this year's money won; 3) rodeos closing on 
or after March 1st through July 14th would be 50% from last year's money won and 50% from 
this year's money won; 4) rodeos closing on or after July 15th would be only current year money 
won. 

Action: Accept as a Policy - 4 contestants from WPRA Tour 

pg. 22 - Proposed by Dillon McPherson  - For Futurity and Roping Directors I propose we 
choose one from the following 3 options: 

Option 1:  The Futurity/Derby Director will take office in 2016 and every three years thereafter 
and the Roping Director will take office in 2017 and every three years thereafter.  All card 
members are able to vote for both these Directors and their voting and board rights remain as 
they are now.  

Option 2:  The Futurity/Derby Director will take office in 2016 and every three years thereafter 
and the Roping Director will take office in 2017 and every three years thereafter.  Only those 
designating Futurity/Derby and Roping Circuits for voting may vote for these directors, 
respectively (the same as it is now).  The Roping and Futurity/Derby Directors will only have 
voting rights on issues that directly pertain to their respective Circuits/Programs. 

Option 3:  The Futurity/Derby Director and Roping Director will be appointed by the WPRA 
Board of Directors based upon nominations taken at the general membership meeting at the 
WPRA World Finals and nominations sent in writing to the WPRA office.  The Futurity/Derby 
and Roping Directors will manage their respective programs and report and make 
recommendations for their programs to the Board, but have no voting rights. 

Action: Tabled for further discussion in 2017 after the election 

pg. 87 - Proposed by Lindsey Hayes Banks - I would like to see the barrels be placed on the 
back side of the barrel stake in lieu of in the center of the barrel. 

Action: Reject - Leave as is 



pg. 88 - Proposed by Lindsey Hayes Banks - I would like to see the barrel race be timed in 
the thousandths. 

Action: Reject - Leave as is 

pg. 106 - Proposed by Dillon McPherson - Change 18.6.13 If the chemical analysis of the 
sample taken from such horse indicates the presence of a forbidden substance or any 
metabolite or analogue thereof and all the requirements of 18.11 have been fully complied with, 
the information contained in said Equine Drugs and Medications Report Form and any other 
relevant evidence will be considered by the WPRA Equine Drugs and Medications Committee, 
in consultation with the United States Equestrian Federation Equine Drugs and Medications 
Program staff, in determining whether a rule violation was committed by any person(s) 
responsible or accountable for the condition of the horse under the provisions of this rule. to If 
the chemical analysis of the sample taken from such horse indicates the presence of a 
forbidden substance or any metabolite or analogue thereof and all the requirements of 18.11 
have been fully complied with, then the therapeutic administration of forbidden substances will 
be permitted for Class 3, 4 & 5 drugs only. 

Action: Reject - Will address some of the concerns through a fine strategy 

pg. 117 - Proposed by Dillon McPherson - Remove 18.11.1.b The horse must be withdrawn 
from competition for a period of not less than 24 hours after the medication is administered. 

Action: Reject - Will address some of the concerns through a fine strategy 

pg. 117 - Proposed by Dillon McPherson - Change 18.11.5 Where all the requirements of 
18.11 have been fully complied with, the information contained in said Equine Drugs and 
Medications Report Form, the Annual Lasix and Dantrolene Report Form, and any other 
relevant evidence will be considered by the WPRA Equine Drugs and Medications Committee, 
upon consultation with the United States Equestrian Federation Equine Drugs and Medications 
Program staff,  in determining whether a rule violation was committed by any person(s) 
responsible or accountable for the condition of the horse under the provisions of this rule. to 
Where all the requirements of 18.11 have been fully complied with, the therapeutic 
administration of forbidden substances will be permitted for Class 3,4 & 5 drugs only. 

Action: Reject - Will address some of the concerns through a fine strategy 

pg. 119 - Proposed by WPRA Office - 18.12.3.c Change to :: c. class 3: Any or all of the 
following may be assessed-- 

Fines up to a maximum of $750 (or up to $2500 for a repeat offender during the previous 3 
years, based on the date of violation) plus the amount of winnings in the tested round. Penalty is 
to be determined by the WPRA Equine Medications Committee.  If a sample results in a positive 
test for anabolic and/or androgenic steroids, the WPRA Equine Medications Committee may 
issue penalties identical to those issued for a Class 2 substance. 

Action: Reject - Will address some of the concerns through a fine strategy 



pg. 128 - Proposed by Dillon McPherson - New additions to Chapter 19)   

 

Members may not wear Patches, display Signage, or otherwise advertise any non-WPRA/PRCA 
rodeo association or event in an Arena or Competition Arena. 

 

Any member who violates these Rules at a WPRA event other than the WNFR, RNCFR, 
Wrangler Champions Challenge presented by Justin Boots Tour, televised rodeos, Justin Boots 
Playoffs and Championships may be disqualified from participating in that entire event and shall 
also be subject to the following fine schedule: 

                1st offense  $500 

                2nd offense $1000 

                3rd offense $1500 plus a 2 year exclusion from the program 

                4th and subsequent offense - Participants who violate these Rules and Regulations 
for the 4th time and for each subsequent violation shall be considered to have committed a 
major rule violation and will be subject to up to a $2,500 fine and/or suspension and/or probation 
and/or denial of membership in the association as determined by the WPRA Board of Directors.   

Action: Amend  
New Rule 19.1.1 No WPRA member may wear a patch or signage (trade or service mark, logo, 
or other recognizable identification of a commercial business, product, service or individual) of a 
Conflicting Rodeo Association (as defined in Rule 1.1.15) on their clothing, tack, or gear in the 
arena or the rodeo grounds of a WPRA-sanctioned event or at a WPRA promotional or special 
event anywhere of any nature including, but not limited to, autograph signing, media, television 
or internet events, award events, or receptions. 

New Rule 19.1.2. Any member competing in a WPRA event must comply with the Patch 
Sponsorship Program. Individuals must honor first right of refusal for all National Sponsors. Any 
member wishing to participate in the Patch Sponsorship Program must have the sponsor 
contact the PRCA office and register the patch on 
http://www.prorodeo.com/prorodeo/membership/prca-patch-program before it can be worn in 
competition. All patches must be registered and the member will be required to carry the 
Sponsorship card. WPRA members can wear up to seven (7) nine (9) different sponsor 
patches. and two national sponsor patches at one time. These can be worn as: Four (4) chest or 
pocket patches, two (2) sleeve patches, one (1) patch on top back of shirt, one (1) front stripe 
patch, or two (2) shirt collar patches. Members may also have two (2) saddle pad patches and 
two (2) breast collar patches. Each sponsor may only have twelve members wearing their logo 
during one (1) year, National Sponsors are exempt from this rule. 



19.1.3 Any member who violates these rules at a WPRA sanctioned event may be fined 
according to fine schedule below, and may be disqualified from participating in that 
entire event. 
                1st offense  $500 
                2nd offense $1000 
                3rd offense $1500 plus a 2 year exclusion from the Patch Sponsorship 
Program 
                4th and subsequent offense - Members who violate these rules for the 4th 
time and for each subsequent violation will be subject to a fine of $2,500.  
Note: Per applicable ground rules at certain events (e.g. WNFR, RNCFR, Wrangler 
Champions Challenge, etc.) penalties may be higher. 

pg. 128 - Proposed by Marlene McRae - 19.1.1 Delete three members and change to six 
members 

Action: Amend - Each sponsor may only have twelve members wearing their logo during one 
(1) year, National Sponsors are exempt from this rule. 

NFR Ground Rules - Proposed by Marlene McRae - Add:  WNFR running order will be fastest 
to slowest in the first go-around determined by World Standings coming in. Go-rounds, 
thereafter, will rotate two runners down. 

Action: Covered by WNFR ground rules 

New - Proposed by Sandi Brandli - WPRA  approved rodeos shall have a closed gate for all 
performance and slack to insure the safety for the horse, the  contestant  and the Spectators. 

Action: Address in ground rules 

New - Proposed by Jerri Mann - A WPRA member can not be an owner of a National, 
Professional Rodeo Association 

Action: New Rule replaces submission 1.1.15 - Membership in the WPRA shall not be 
granted to anyone who is an officer, director, board member, employee, or who has an 
ownership or financial interest of any kind in a Conflicting Rodeo Association. Such persons will 
not receive membership or renewal of membership of any kind with WPRA. For purposes of this 
rule, A Conflicting Rodeo Association is: (i) any national non-profit company, partnership, 
association, or entity, or (ii) any "for-profit" company, partnership, association, or other entity: 
whose director or indirect purpose is to produce, promote, or sanction professional rodeo 
contests in which contestants compete in two or more of the following events: barrel racing, 
bareback riding, saddle bronc riding, bull riding, tie down roping, steer wrestling, and team 
roping. This rule excludes All Women’s Roping Events. 

pg. 20 - Proposed by Patti McCutchen - Voting for Event Directors 

Action: Refer to proposal from WPRA office 



pg. 34 - Proposed by Julie Herman - 8.8.2 Forty Percent (40%) 15 Rule 

 

2.) change to :: If the contestant’s principal place of residence is not within her designated circuit 
must compete in either 60% of the rodeos within the circuit (based on the on the total number of 
rodeos during the previous year which held the particular event for which the contestant seeks 
to become a CR contestant) or 20 rodeos with that event within the circuit, whichever is greater 
(provided that, if there are less that 15 rodeos with a particular event in a circuit during a rodeo 
year a nonresident must satisfy this rule if she competes in 100% of the rodeos with that 
particular event in the circuit during that rodeo year.) 

Action: Modify and add – The non resident rule will still read 40%/15 but  the new addition will 
read- at a Director's discretion non-residents may need to satisfy 60% 

pg. 131 - Proposed by Patti McCutchen - Junior Add   1.7  Junior members are eligible to 
participate in the WPRA roping division.  Certain events, at their discretion, may be limited to 
members 18 and older.   

Action: Page 6 1.3.1.2 A WPRA National Card/Permit member must be eighteen (18) years of 
age (or the age of majority in the state which person is a citizen). If contrary to applicable law, 
any person under the legal age may be denied the right to participate in a WPRA sanctioned 
event. WPRA Junior Membership only and Roping Card Membership, is open to young women 
17 years or younger. As used hereafter, "member" means card, permit or gold card status or 
Roping Card 18 and over, unless the context requires otherwise. Junior membership and 
Roping Card under 18 rights are limited and specifically described herin. 

Page 131 Junior Section Add?? 

1.7 Junior members are eligible to participate in the WPRA roping division by purchased a 
roping card. Unlike the barrel division, they will utilize their rookie year in so doing. Certain 
events, at their discretion, may be limited to members 18 and older. 

Roping Section - Refers to 1.3.6 pg. 12 membership:  

Add 1.3.6.3 Roping Card Members under the age of 18 are eligible to compete in the WPRA 
roping division. Points will be kept with National Roping Standings and Roping Circuit 
Standings. The first year of purchase of roping card will be the Roping Rookie Year for 
members under 18. 

Modify- Other things I saw that need correcting pg. 153 - Roping 1.2 Retitle to Roping Assistant 
Director 

 

pg. 154 - Proposed by WPRA Office - Amend rule 1.3 Events Director…..sub rule 1.3.1  



Current: Event Directors for each of the WPRA Roping events will be elected to serve under the 
WPRA Roping Director for a two (2) year term. 

Change to: Event Directors for each of the WPRA Roping events will be appointed to serve 
under the WPRA Roping Director. Event Director appointments will coincide with the WPRA 
Roping Director election. 

Action: Accept 

pg. 172 - Proposed by Patti McCutchen - Roping  9.1.13    In finals or short go, draw will be 
made from last position to first position. the positions will be set in reverse order of qualification 
with the lowest ranked contestant positioned first and the  highest ranked contestant positioned 
last.  Cattle will be drawn from first to compete to last. Other events should run accordingly. 

Action: Accept 

pg. 172 - Proposed by Patti McCutchen - Roping 9.2.3  Misdraw discovered prior to a 
performance during slack or during jackpot.    (a) If one or more extras are available, all animals 
not competed on below the misdraw up to the end of the run on the cattle shall be eligible to be 
drawn.   One animal is drawn, that being the animal assigned to the contestant with the 
misdraw. as the extra. The contestant who originally had that animal will be assigned the first 
extra.  All other contestants will be assigned the animals originally drawn for them. extra 
animal(s).  (b) If no extras are available, all unused animals below the misdraw up to the end of 
the run on the cattle shall be eligible to be drawn, with the last unused animal drawn in that run 
designated the extra.  Repeat this procedure for all misdraws not to exceed three misdraws. 

Action: Accept 

New - Proposed by WPRA Office  - Must Not Be Ineligible. In order to enter a WPRA-
approved rodeo or event, a contestant must be eligible at time of entry opening. A contestant 
who is ineligible at entry opening may still enter provided she settles her ineligibly status prior to 
entries closing.  The WPRA office has the authority to correct entry related errors in its 
reasonable discretion. Draw Out Charge. Contestants drawn out of a rodeo due to ineligible 
status or inactive status will still be charged the $5 per rodeo. 

Action: Accept and insert in 10.4.1.7 - Must Not Be Ineligible. In order to enter a WPRA-
approved rodeo or event, a contestant must be eligible at time of entry opening. A contestant 
who is ineligible at entry opening may still enter provided she settles her ineligibly status prior to 
entries closing. The WPRA office has the authority to correct entry related errors in its 
reasonable discretion. Draw Out Charge. Contestants drawn out of a rodeo due to ineligible 
status or inactive status will be charged the $5 per rodeo.  

New - Proposed by WPRA Office - A WPRA member has 30 days from receipt of her 
membership application to provide the WPRA office with a copy of her birth certificate after 30 
days the WPRA member will be ineligible. 



Action: Accept and Modify - A WPRA member has 30 days from receipt of her membership 
application to provide the WPRA office with a copy of her birth certificate and if not approved in 
that time after 30 days the WPRA member will be ineligible. end of 1.1.1 

New - Proposed by Lois Ferguson - After receiving the notice of the rule infraction in the 
WPRA office, all major rule infractions will be sent to the competition committee for review . The 
competition committee will determine the appropriate action. The competition committee will 
also determine if further review is necessary by the entire WPRA board of directors. 

Action: Modify - As of 9.3.18 only, after receiving the notice of the rule infraction in the WPRA 
office, all major rule infractions will be sent to the competition committee for review. The 
competition committee will determine the appropriate action. The competition committee will 
also determine if further review is necessary by the entire WPRA board of directors. insert at 
end of 9.3.1 

New - Proposed by Traci Pratt - Add a PERMIT EARNINGS (STANDINGS) to the website. 

Action: Reject  

New - Proposed by Lance Jeffrey - Hello, Lance Jeffrey here, PRCA photographer in the First 
Frontier Circuit. I have asked in the past if you would propose a rule to deter riders from 
“stealing” images from photographer’s websites and posting them on Facebook and instagram, 
etc. with our copyright across it. they say they thought it was advertising. I think, after asking 
many of them to take the images down (that I know of), and if they do or don’t, they should be 
penalized somehow. After the first, warning/asking, they should be fined a minimum (say 
$150.00) after the second, an email warning them to stop and a $250 fine and after the third 
time suspend their card for one rodeo. When they steal the images, myself and the other 
photographers make no money selling them. If it happened to the WPRA you wouldn’t be 
happy...and it has, when I was on assignment by the PRCA and girls took the images off my 
smugmug page by taking a photo with their phone. My images are right click protected but a 
snip or cellphone is usually used. It could be coming out of your pocket if I was on assignment. 
Please, let me know if you have any other suggestions. I believe I have spoken with Ann Bleiker 
about it in the past. 

Action: Reject 

New - Proposed by WPRA Office - A “performance preference or out” will be accepted as a 
parameter. 

Action: Accept 

pg. 137 - Proposed by Marlene McRae - There is a 15- point scale, with point allocations from 
15 points (for 1st place money) to 1 point (for 15th place money). No more than 15 positions will 
be awarded points. At a two go- around or more rodeo/event, points are allocated to the 
average only. Points are awarded to money winners only, i.e. if a rodeo only pays 12 places, 
than first gets 15 points and 12th gets 4 points. 



Action: Reject - Focus on the current program and educate members 

New - Proposed by Lynn Brown - 1.8.9 Qualification for finals will be if 0-10 futurities in a 
circuit the WPRA member must attend 3 events to qualify to enter and receive awards at the 
finals but no more than 5 events will count for year end.   If the respective circuit has 10 or more 
futurity events the WPRA member must attend 5 events to qualify for awards at the finals but no 
more than 5.  A member may travel out of their respective circuit and use those futurity event(s) 
as one or more of required events to qualify for the WPRA finals and year end awards. 

Action: Reject - Focus on the current program and educate members 

New - Proposed by Marlene McRae - Contestants will be eligible to receive points at approved 
WPRA/PRCA rodeos for nominated Derby horses. Points earned at approved rodeos on 
nominated horses will be counted towards year-end awards at the WPRA World Finals. 

There will be no limits on total number of rodeos entered on Derby qualified horses.  

Contestants will be eligible to receive points at approved WPRA/PRCA rodeos for nominated 
Derby horses. Points earned at approved rodeos on nominated horses will be counted towards 
year-end awards at the WPRA World Finals. 

Action: Reject - Focus on the current program and educate members 

New - WPRA Office - Disqualification from a Rodeo. A contestant may be disqualified from a 
rodeo pursuant to these Bylaws or the Official Rodeo Rules only by unanimous agreement of 
the rodeo judges. 

Action: Reject - May be handled through ground rules 


